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BOOK NOTES
Because of the relative lack of documentation on the early history of the San
Luis Valley Diary of the Jesuit Residence of Our Lady of Guadalupe Parish,
Conejos, Colorado is a useful publication (Colorado College Studies, No. 19,
available from Ancient City Press, P.O. Box 5401, Santa Fe, $9.95 paper). The
diary, translated from the original Spanish, covers the period from December
1871 to December 1875 and provides information on the religious life of Hispanic
communities in the valley. There are also insights into social, economic, and
political activities, and relations with Anglos and Protestant missionaries. The
diary is heavily annotated and includes introductory material by Marianne L.
Stoller and others, which adds significantly to this document.
During the past several years a number of specialized anthropological studies
have been published. Collected Papers in Honor of Erik Kellerman Reed, edited
by Albert Schroeder, is available from the Albuquerque Archaeological Society
and from the Archaeological Society of New Mexico (P.O. Box 3485, Albuquerque,
87110). Reed, whose work focused on the Southwest, was Regional Archaeologist
and Regional Chief Interpreter for the National Park Service. Among the contributors, all southwestern archaeologists, are a number of noted New Mexicans,
including Albert Schroeder, Douglas Schwartz, Bertha Dutton, David Brugge,
W. James Judge, and Charlie R. Steen. The wide variety of subjects covered
includes excavations at Abo, Rio Grande pottery, and Chaco Canyon.
The Protohistoric Period in the North American Southwest, AD 1450-1700,
edited by David R. Wilcox and W. Bruce Masse (Arizona State University Anthropological Research Papers No. 24, paper, $10.00) also is a collection of papers.
These, mostly by younger scholars, come from a conference at the University of
Arizona held in 1978. The book is organized into four sections (which include
those on Athapaskans and Suma and on Pueblos), and each section includes a
discussion by major scholars in the field, among whom are Albert Schroeder,
Robert Euler, David Brugge, Curtis Schaafsma, and Florence Hawley Ellis. This
is a collection of provocative papers on a very important time period.
From the University ofArizona Press comes another collection of essays, Themes
of Indigenous Acculturation in Northwest Mexico, edited by Thomas B. Hinton
and Phil C. Weigand (paper, $7.95). These articles consider Indian groups including the Mayos by N. Ross Crumrine, Mountain Pimas by Timothy Dunnigan,
Huichols by Phil Weigand, and Coras by Thomas Hinton..
Still another volume that emerged from a conference is Archaeoastronomy in
the Americas, edited by Ray A. Williamson (Ballena Press, 381 First St., Los
Altos, Calif. 94022, paper, $19.95). Twenty-eight essays are grouped into geographical regions (North America, Mesoamerica, South America, and the Old
World) following a collection of seven broad essays on archaeoastronomy. The
subject is fascinating, and this volume presents the results of modern scholarship
in a very broad context. It also includes an excellent bibliography.
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A BIBLIOGRAPHICAL GUIDE TO THE STUDY OF WESTERN AMERICAN LITERATURE.
By Richard W. Etulain. Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1983. Pp. xvii,
317. Index. $22.50.
IT IS LIKELY THAT PUBLICATION of this book will be the occasion for one monumental irony: that those scholars and critics who could benefit from it the most
will remain unaware of its existence. For, as Professor Etulain indicates in his
preface, most scholars are simply unaware of the amount of work being done in
the field of western American literature. Partly this ignorance reflects the contemporary quality of most scholarly interest; but a more profound reason is to be
found in the too common intellectual assumption that western writing is worthless
and that therefore no respectable scholars would waste their time on it. This
attitude, though not so common now as it was even ten years ago, is still very
much with us, and if Etulain's book hastens its' demise it will have served one
important intellectual function.
The ostensible purpose of A Bibliographical Guide to the Study of Western
American Literature is not so polemical. Etulain has assembled an extensive
bibliography (he claims that it is not exhaustive, but comprehensive) of topics of
general interest to the student of western American literature coupled with bibliographies of individual western authors. The whole runs to some three hundred
pages of text.
Those inclined to find fault with the Guide will probably do so by attacking the
. author's decision to make the book comprehensive rather than exhaustive in its
listings. In practical fact, however, most readers would not have noticed the
distinction, had the author not pointed it out. Doubtless, some worthwhile article
somewhere has been ignored, and its champions will arise. In this reviewer's
opinion, however, a better job of selection would have been virtually impossible.
With the publication of this volume Etulain has solidified his considerable reputation not only as a formidable western Americanist, but as one of the best young
literary scholars working in America today.
In the production of the Guide, the University of Nebraska Press has outdone
itself in publishing a beautiful volume at an unbelievably low price. The book
will prove an absolutely essential addition to the library of every serious western
Americanist.

University of Colorado, Boulder

JAMES K. FOLSOM
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FIFTY WESTERN WRITERS: A Bra-BIBLIOGRAPHICAL SOURCEBOOK. Edited by Fred
Erisman and Richard Etulain. Westport, Conn.: Greenwood Press. Pp. xi, 562.
Index. $45.00.
THE EDITORS OF FIFTY WESTERN WRITERS have done an exceptional service to
the discipline of western American literature. They have selected half a hundred
writers, both major and lesser, from a broadened West that begins at the Mississippi River, and have asked fifty serious critics and students of the West to
provide several kinds of information for each.
The standard format is useful. Each essay consists of biographical material, a
discussion of major themes, and a survey of criticism. The latter is followed by a
bibliographical listing, primary as well as secondary. The biographical material
alone, for fifty writers, would be difficult to find, and time-consuming; here it is
presented concisely, its brevity belying the fullness of coverage. The sections
called "Major Themes" are, of course, interpretive, but they are for the most part
solid enough to satisfy or to provide a stimulus for considered objections or
modifications. Each survey of criticism allows a comfortable beginning for anyone
wishing to look further into po~sibilities of research and investigations of new
approaches.
Only six of the fifty writers are primarily poets (Robinson Jeffers, Joaquin Miller,
John Neihardt, Theodore Roethke, Gary Snyder, and William Stafford), but that
is a realistic ratio. There are also six of the popular or formulaic novelists (Max
Brand, Zane Grey, Ernest Haycox, Elmer Kelton, Louis L'Amour, and Luke
Short) to show, properly, not only the variety of western fiction but also the
seriousness of theme that can be found even in some· commercial writing. The
remaining thirty-eight writers range from Bret Harte to Wallace Stegner, or from
Owen Wister to Walter Van Tilburg Clark, or from Benjamin Capps to Frank
Waters~to each reader his own hierarchy.
The broad definition of "West" allows the inclusion of O. E. Rolvaag of South
Dakota, Ruth Suckow of Iowa, and Willa Cather and Wright Morris of Nebraska,
all of whom could just as easily be called Midwesterners. Nevertheless, their
presence in this collection is welcome, if only to stimulate our thinking about the
bounds of the western "state of mind."
Of the indisputably western and significant writers, only one gets short shrift.
In most cases the essays are not only a pleasure to read but are also enlighteningeven to the so-called experts, I would suspect. In two ways Fifty Western Writers
is gratifyingly encouraging. It proves the variety and vitality of western literature,
from the commercial practitioners like Brand and L'Amour to the most literary
or profound writers. Further, this collection of essays reveals the fertile field of
study available to young critics and emerging scholars. To cite just two examples,
Max Westbrook perceptively identifies several important aspects of Walter V. T.
Clark's novels that have not yet been dealt with satisfactorily, and James Folsom
does the same for Harvey Fergusson.
Having been involved in the cause of western literature for quite a while, I
find-and this is important to me-that the fifty essays constitute a valuable
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communication among members of my profession~ a great and varied conversation
about a subject and a concern that we share, and perhaps a cause for intellectual
excitement among newcomers to the field.

University of South Dakota

JOHN R. MILTON

.ALBUQUERQUE: A NARRATIVE HISTORY. By Marc Simmons. Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1982. Pp. xvi, 443. Illustrations, notes, bibliog.
$29.95.
FOR A LONG TIME THE STORY OF urban development in the Southwest, a region
defined as including Arizona, New Mexico, andthe western promontory of Texas,
was largely neglected by historians, but in recent times interest in the urban
dimension has become more evident. And since cities have played as important
a role in the history of the Southwest as they have in other sections of the country,
this interest in the rise of southwestern urban centers has not only been valid,
but it also promises to remain vital.
Albuquerque, as Marc Simmons points out in this valuable narrative history,
has long been a hub oflife in New Mexico and the Southwest. Readers will acquire
a fuller understanding of the state and the region by becoming acquainted with
this account of Albuquerque as it evolved from a Spanish frontier settlement in
the eighteenth century to a metropolitan center in the twentieth century. Currently it is the largest city in the state and one of the four largest in the region.
Simmons is especially good at depicting life in Albuquerque during its early
years. Following an opening chapter detailing Albuquerque's impressive physical
setting, he devotes four chapters to the important Spanish and Mexican eras.
Significant fresh material on the founding of Albuquerque is included, along with
vivid descriptions of the individuals and events that helped determine the future
of the town and its hinterland.
The following six chapters cover the period from the Mexican War to the tum
of the century, Included are perceptive personal profiles of men like Franz Huning, William C. Hazeldine, and Harvey Fergusson, along with more good descriptions of the economic, social, and political life of the town. By 1900 Albuquerque
was the largest urban center in New Mexico, a railroad hub and "health haven"
of note in the Southwest.
Twentieth-century Albuquerque is surveyed in the last two chapters. Portraits
of personalities such as Frank Hubbell, Clyde Tingley, and David Rusk appear,
along with accounts of the impact of World War I and World War II on the city
and its vast hinterland. Simmons is careful to draw attention to the problems as
well as the progress of post-World War II Albuquerque, including the challenges
now facing the city.
This book is a welcome addition to the historical literature of the Southwest.
It is well-written and well-illustrated, with more than ninety maps and photo-
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graphs. It should appeal to the general reader as well as to specialists in the field
of southwest history.

Arizona State University

BRAD LUCKINGHAM

THE URBAN SOUTHWEST: A PROFILE HISTORY OF ALBUQUERQUE-EL PASO, PHOENlXTUCSON. By Bradford Luckingham. El Paso: Texas Western Press, 1982. Pp.
xiii, 161. Illus., notes, bibliog., index. $15.00 cloth, $10.00 paper.
BRADFORD LUCKINGHAM'S NEW BOOK The Urban Southwest: A Profile History of
Albuquerque-El Paso, Phoenix-Tucson, analyzes the dynamics of urban growth in
the Southwest's four largest metropolitan areas. His clearly written and wellorganized study, firmly grounded in research in primary and secondary sources,
demonstrates how urbanization activities played important roles in the building
up of a vast and growing Sunbelt region. "As centers of commerce, tourism, light
industry, military preparedness, defense production, and space-age technology,
the four cities of the Southwest catered to dominant, white conservative, middleclass populations," he writes. "The majority of citizens supported anti-union 'right
to work' laws, low taxes, as little government regulation as possible, and discouraged the creation or implementation of costly social welfare programs" (p.
138). Many local leaders disapproved of heavy industry on the grounds it would
weaken the social environment, encouraging unions and causing strikes. There
was little room in the scheme of things for large Hispanic populations and for
other minorities. Still, the rise of an urban society in the Southwest of the twentieth century represents another chapter in the continuing saga of the creation
of an urban society all across the United States.
None of the southwestern towns were "instant cities." Albuquerque, El Paso,
and Tucson were old Spanish posts, founded in the 1600s. Phoenix, in the Salt
Valley-renamed the Valley of the Sun in more recent times for promotional
reasons-traced its origins to 1867. Because they layoff the beaten path of the
American westward movement, none of the four cities had significant urban
aspirations until the late nineteenth century. Of special importance was the coming
of railroads. The cities became commercial distribution centers that hewed out
hinterlands, without much in the way of opposition from competing towns. By
the Roaring Twenties the four citieshad emerged as regional capitals. An increasing
emphasis on health and resort industries augmented trade and distribution functions. The Great Depression brought with it attendent social dislocations, ameliorated by the first major influx of federal money.
In ·1940 Phoenix businessman Barry Goldwater, ackno~ledging that federal
expenditures had "made their mark," cautioned against the "sheer folly for any
of our numerous branches of business to consider this money as a permanent
source of income to business" (pp. 68-69). Despite his fears, federal funds kept
coming, with tremendous expenditures for military purposes during and after
World War Two. A wide range of governmental activities, coupled with an in-
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dustrial and tourist boom, turned the four cities into major American regional
metropolises. During the 1970s alone, the Phoenix SMSA added more than 500,000
people. In 1980 the Phoenix SMSAhad 1.5 million people. Tucson's had 532,000,
El Paso's 479,000, and Albuquerque's 449,000. In all four centers, soaring crime
rates, cultural conflicts, traffic congestion, and urban sprawl taxed the resources
and abilities of their conservative pro-business governments. The desert cities
had started to contend with the challenge of creating a balance between future
growth and the quality of life.
Luckingham's study delineates the sectional characteristics of the four cities,
at the same time showing how they developed along the same lines as their
counterparts in other parts of the nation. The book's photographs dramatically
illustrate this situation. In the recent pictures, only the mountains in the background set the skylines apart from eastern centers. This leads to the depressing
conclusions that these unique sunbelt centers are on the verge of becoming desert
versions of Scranton or Newark. Hopefully, The Urban Southwest, an important
and fine contribution to American western and urban history, will alert people in
the section to a growing and perhaps irresistible trend.

University of Missouri

LAWRENCE LARSEN

THE CALIFORNIA COLUMN IN NEW MEXICO. By Darlis A. Miller. Albuquerque:
University of New Mexico Press, in cooperation with the Historical Society of
New Mexico, 1982. Pp. xviii, 318. Illus., appendixes, notes, bibliog., index.
$19.95 cloth; $9.95 paper.
IN THE CALIFORNIA COLUMN IN NEW MEXICO Darlis A. Miller argues that the
approximately 340 members of the California Column who stayed in New Mexico
following their discharge constituted the "first significant influx of Anglo settlers
into New Mexico after the Mexican War" (p. xii). She also contends that these
"Column men," as they were often called, played a remarkably significant role in
the economic, political, and social development of the territory of New Mexico.
Indeed the essence of her 318-page volume is an accumulation of evidence to
prove that these California-based volunteers to the Union cause influenced the
direction of the fledgling territory in a number of important ways.
Miller concentrates on the period from 1862, when the California Column
entered New Mexico to do battle with the already demoralized Confederate invaders, to the year 1885, when the influx of new Anglo settlers had begun to
dilute the influence of the "California boys." She provides convincing evidence
that the economic contributions of these ex-soldiers were most significant. California men were instrumental in opening up bustling mining districts from Elizabethtown in the northern part ofthe territory to Silver City, White Oaks, Magdalena,
and Hillsboro in the south. Miller documents the role of these Californians in
the burgeoning cattle industry where perhaps the two most famous of the California volunteers, William L. Rynerson and Albert J. Fountain, were active.
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Fountain's relentless crusade against those whom he considered rustlers probably
led to his unsolved murder in 1896, an event of such continuing interest that a
distinguished historian devoted an entire monograph to it. Contributions on the
part of Column men to farming, industry, and business are also presented as are
. their contributions to the territory's social and political development.
Miller performs two useful services in writing this book. First, she recovers an
immense amount of lost history by tracing the careers of many of these 340
transplanted New Mexicans. Her research in achieving this first objective is impressive. She has carefully culled manuscript collections, government records
such as pension applications and probate records, newspapers of the territorial
period, and a variety ofrelevant secondary sources. Second, she relates the careers
of these Column men to a number of important events in the development of the
frontier territory.. Their participation in mining rushes has already been mentioned. Their role in quelling Indian disturbances during the Civil War is also
given appropriate attention; California men participated in the Navajo campaign
that led to the ill-fated Bosque Redondo experiment and were with Kit Carson
at Adobe Walls. The dispute over the will of ex-California volunteer Emil Fritz,
which led to the Lincoln County War, is incorporated in her study as is Rynerson's
controversial killing of territorial Chief Justice John P. Slough in 1868. Although
this second endeavor presents a somewhat episodic picture, and is certainly not
as important as the first, it does make for entertaining reading.
The California Column in New Mexico is the third volume in a joint publication
program involving the Historical Society of New Mexico and the University of
New Mexico Press. Miller's book can only enhance the stature of this series. With
useful photographs and two appendixes listing those California veterans who
settled in the Southwest after discharge, this volume by Miller will be an excellent
reference source for New Mexico historians.

University of Northern Colorado

ROBERT W. LARSON

THE FRONTIER PEOPLE: THE GREATER SOUTHWEST IN THE PROTOHISTORIC PERIOD.
By Carroll L. Riley. Occasional Paper no. 7. Carbondale: Southern Illinois
University Center for Archaeological Investigations, 1982. Pp. xi, 182. Maps,
references. $15.00 paper.
.
PROFESSOR RILEY'S DISCUSSION CENTERS on the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, designated by him the "Protohistoric Period" in the Greater Southwest.
This area, primarily present-day Arizona and New Mexico, with peripheries extending well beyond the boundaries of these states, has been divided into six
"provinces" by Riley, which he names: Serrana, Little Colorado, Rio Grande,
Pecos, Desert, and Colorado.
Riley rates the Serrana Province, astride the Sonora-Chihuahua border, as the
most culturally complex, followed by the Little Colorado, Rio Grande, and Pecos
provinces as somewhat less so. The Desert and Colorado provinces are evaluated
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as simplest, but Riley retains them within the Greater Southwest in recognition
of their significant roles in trading interaction patterns.
Riley repeatedly stresses the basic importance of trade evidences in formulating
his cultural reconstructions, 1500-1700. During this protohistoric period the
movement of the Spaniards into the Greater Southwest and from place to place,
from tribe to tribe, within this area was greatly facilitated by. the fact that, as
Riley notes, "The people of the Greater Southwest knew about each other" (p.
141). Of equal importance was the general familiarity with terrain features, drainage systems, flora, and fauna throughout the region.
With only a passing mention of various hunting groups thinly scattered throughout the Southwest, Riley dismisses further consideration of them. He concedes
a definite importance for them, however, in the performance of these tribes as
middlemen functioning in the trade network of the area. His justification for
slighting these tribes is primarily because little is known about them.
Typically, Riley's discussion leans toward the conservative side. Nonetheless,
on the basis of his long-standing involvement with the literature, Spanish as well
as English, and a personal, on-the-ground familiarity with the diverse geographical
areas, he shows a willingness to hypothesize cultural characteristics and interrelationships when these appear helpful.
In so doing, Professor Riley has performed a unique service. The assembled
data have been ord,~red and summarized. in a coherent picture, spotty as it may
be. He has gone beyond these data at times in discussing culture content and
culture dynamics. Certain hypotheses may not appeal to individuals with specific
expertise on particular aspects of southwestern culture history. In such cases,
these people are free to stand on their interpretations, or perhaps even better,
may be motivated to return to the literature or the field to seek new information
bearing on Riley's or their own viewpoints or even go off in some unexpected
direction.
The high-qual\ty scholarship underlying this monograph, 81/2" X 11" in size
and 182 pages in length, is strongly suggested through a quick thumbing of its
pages that reveals thirty-five pages of bibliography, including English and Spanish
titles.
George J. Gumerman, in his foreword to Riley's treatise, makes a number of
comments worthy of note. He writes that
this volume marks a new phase in anthropological studies of the Greater
Southwest simply because it is an ethnohistorical study of great scholarly
value in its own right. . . . Professor Riley has convincingly demonstrated
that a judicious and conservative use of historical documents permits an
understanding of the protohistoric period. . .. This study marks the first
successful attempt to view the Southwest as an entity, a systemic whole,
at the time of Spanish northward incursions-and with it southwestern
ethnohistory has come of age. (p. ix)

Santa Fe

CHARLES

H.

LANGE

...
1

;"
.,
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PEOPLE OF THE SHINING MOUNTAINS: THE UTES OF COLORADO. By Charles S.
Marsh. Boulder, Colo.: Pruett Publishing Company, 1982. Pp. ix, 190. Illus.,
bibliog., index. $7.95 paper.
CHARLES S. MARSH HAS PRODUCED a brief but clearly written and very readable
history of the Utes from earlier times to the present. It is based entirely on
secondary sources and thus is a synthesis or summary of published information
with little research in primary sources. Marsh speculates that the Utes may have
descended from Anasazi migrations to the north. "Within this probable migration
lies the thread of ancient Ute culture," he says (p. 11). There are no footnotes or
endnotes to indicate where he acquired such interpretations. He then describes
the seven historic Ute bands, the areas inhabited, their ways of life before acquisition of the horse, and their locations on current reservations.
Early in the volume, the author shows the effect upon the Utes of the Spaniards
in New Mexico. Unfortunately he perpetuates the "Black Legend" against Spanish
culture and colonization. His treatment of the incursions of Cabeza de Vaca and
Estevanico, Marcos de Niza, Coronado, and Juan de Onate into the Southwest
leaves much to be desired as does his interpretation of things Spanish, but Marsh's
treatment of Ute/Spanish relations after the colonization of New Mexico is well
done as is the Utes' relationship with their Indian neighbors, especially the Comanches.
After detailing the explorations of Pike and Fremont, Marsh presents a fine
interpretation of Chief Ouray. and the Meeker Massacre, which resulted in the
removal of Utes from Colorado except members of the three bands who made
up the Southern Utes. The author then follows the general history of the Utes
with several short chapters that attempt to interpret Ute culture and religion and
explain some of their modern social and psychological problems, but unfortunately
these discussions add little of importance. This reviewer wonders somewhat why
some myths and legends appear that are little related to the rest of the book.
As indicated above, the book is very readable, and Ute history is presented in
a neat, concise manner. The text is marred, however, by frequent misspellings,
and the bibliography appears to have been added as an afterthought; e.g., full
names of authors are generally given but not for Cleve Hallenbeck and Wilson
Rockwell. Also, S. Lyman Tyler is listed only as Lyman.
All in all, this is a useful synthesis and deserves a place on the shelf of anyone
interested in the history of Indians of the Southwest.

Fort Lewis College

ROBERT W. DELANEY

HOPI VOICES: RECOLLECTIONS, TRADmONS, AND NARRATIVES OF THE HOPI INDIANS.
By Harold Courlander. Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1982.
Pp. xi, 255. Illus., notes, glossary, bibliog. $15.95.
HAROLD COURLANDER, well-known folklorist and novelist, tape recorded the
materials presented in Hopi Voices between 1968 and 1976 and has utilized them
in a number of literary and scholarly accounts. People of the Short Blue Corn
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(1970) provides a sample of Hopi legends, and The Fourth World of the Hopis
(1971) offers Courlander's version of the Hopi emergence from the Underworld
and the migrations of the clans, as synthesized from the accounts of various
informants from different villages. In addition, Courlander has organized and
annotated Albert Yava's account of his life on First Mesa in Big Falling' Snow: The
Life, Times, attd Recollections of a Tewa-Hopi Indian (1978), an important contribution to our knowledge of Tewa and Hopi cultures. The present volume
provides transcriptions of the tape recordings of the individual informants, with
minimal editing and rearrangement.
The traditions of the Hopi have been of great interest to students of the Hopi
for well over a century, but the variations from village to village provide contradictions that make their translation into a satisfying history a difficult one. Courlander, who has recorded the texts in English, is not particularly concerned with
the historical interpretations but rather with what we can learn with regard to
Hopi oral literature. Hence his introduction deals with shared traditions, European influences, and recurring themes and elaborations, rather than with mere
historical or cultural problems. As he notes, "Certain brief texts taken alone may
seem trivial, but I am convinced that each one of them contributes something
worthwhile to'the total picture of the Hopi narrative tradition or to an understanding of Hopi thoughts on the past and the present" (p. xix).
In the postwar period, students of the Hopi have been developing new approaches to the study of the past and to their interpretation of Hopi society and
culture. One approach is through linguistics and the comparative study of UtoAztecan, of which Hopi is a member, and a linguistic history of Hopi is well under
way, with participation of Anglo and Hopi scholars. Another approach is by way
of archaeology, in which the relations of ancestral Hopi culture to the Desert
Archaic are recognized and the role of the Hopi in the development of the B'asketMaker Pueblo or Anasazi cultures delineated. These two approaches complement
one another and, together, provide a chronology for Hopi and Pueblo historical
developments, from the hunting and gathering activities of the Great Basin Shoshoneans to the sedentary agricultural villages of the modern Hopi.
n is also possible to work backward from the present diversity of Hopi institutions on different mesas by utilizing ethno-historical materials to see the processes by which the Hopi turn history into myth. The reviewer has presented
one such example in "From History to Myth: A Hopi Example" (Studies in Southwestern Ethnolinguistics, edited by Dell Hymes and William E. Bittle [The Hague: Mouton 1967], pp. 33-53), where changes in the political and ceremonial
systems of First Mesa could be outlined in terms of information provided by A.
M. Stephens and others for a period of a century and a half.
The Hopi mythic world contains the history of the great transformations involved in the shift from food gathering to food producing in the Pueblo Southwest,
and it is important that this history be worked out. The contemporary materials
in Hopi Voices should find a place in that endeavor, and ultimately we may even
come to understand the Hopi.

Santa Fe

FRED ECCAN
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BACK TRAIL OF AN OLD COWBOY. By Paul E. Young. Edited by Nellie Snyder
Yost. Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1983. Pp. 229. lllustrations, maps.
$14.95.
THE TITLE SAYS THIS IS THE STORY OF A COYBOY, but as the horse-covered jacket
and the gallopin'-horse, flip-card effect on the upper right hand corner of each
page make abundantly clear, this is a book about horses and youth. Calling Paul
E. Young a cowboy is part of the West's greatest myth. Cows-more specifically
range cattle-gave the Paul Youngs of the late nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries opportunity to bring romantic hankerings for horses that were at least
as old as the Crusades together with vast open spaces and an outsized American
affinity for independence, adventure, and ego. Young's stated goal was a ranch,
presumably a cattle ranch, and he worked cattle in Utah and Montana, but a cow
on the dust jacket or in ambling motion across the book's corner heads would
have belied the book's real content as surely as the term "cowboy" belies the
West's lasting love affair with boots, big hats, Marlboro ads, western saddles, and
wide-open spaces.
For Paul Young and the nation it was the experience of what might be called
an "extended adolescence." For two hundred pages and fifteen years he buckerooed. For twenty-five pages and sixty years he ranched, lived with his family,
and recalled his youth. After ninety years Paul Young's bronc-bustin' youth lives
on. After Viet Nam, Watergate, the Iranian Hostage Crisis, and the Recession of
'82-83, America still says he is right. Myth more than reality, itwas the best of
lives, in the best of places, at the best of times. As surely as he lived, Paul Young
was at once the product of the myth and its creator. Few statesmen have stated
our ideals and values more clearly.
Born to mining towns and Utah farm villages, Young was horseback and abroad
in the great West by the time he was sixteen-to Nevada, across lots to southwestern Colorado, back to central Utah's mines, to southeastern Utah and finally
to eastern Montana, his dream ranch and the end of an idyll all in a few years.
His was a trail of topped broncs, rough-broke mustangs, buck-outs and brawls,
and victory that knows no defeat. The adventures, the places, the outfits, the
regional deveopments all ring true. Only someone who rode the trail could have
written it. It is good reading and will be of use to scholars piecing together the
cultural history of the ranching West.
One is not sure what the editor adds. A few mistakes of geography exist. No
effort is made to put events, people, and places in context. Perhaps this could
not be done without losing the story's essence. The account reads well, maintains
its thrust, and comes off. Perhaps we are indebted to the editor for leaving it as
it was.
Finally one wonders why? All its merits notwithstanding, Paul Young's story
and the story of the bronc-stompers' mythic America are well known. Perhaps for
the University of Nebraska Press the fact that it is a story from the heart ofAmerica
was enough. Scholars may wish the cost of the running horse at the pages' head
had been devoted to an index, the absence of which is a distraction.

Western Historical Quarterly

CHARLES S. PETERSON
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CHRISTIAN IMAGES IN HISPANIC NEW MEXICO. By William Wroth. Colorado Springs:
Taylor Museum of the Colorado Springs Fine Arts Center, 1982. Pp. xii, 215.
lIlus., notes, appendixes, bibliog. $20.00 paper.
IN THE PREFACE, THE AUTHOR sets forth the purposes of this book as follows: (1)
"to place the images of New Mexico within the historic context of Christian art"
(p. ix); (2) to fill "the need for a systematic study of santos in terms of their styles,
usage, and meaning" (p. x); and (3) "to bring to light the excellent collection of
the Taylor Museum" (p. x) and to present "a thorough catalogue of the santos
represented in the Museum. . . supplemented with selected examples from other
collections" (p. x).
The second and third objectives listed above, which represent Part II of the
two-part text: are admirably achieved by the author. Part II, the central and
important part of the book, presents a thorough and original study of the provenience, style, and meaning of New Mexico santos in the late eighteenth and
early nineteenth centuries. Included are 207 beautiful plates of religious images
and paintings, 153 in black and white, and 54 in color. Part II is followed by three
informative appendixes and a selective bibliography.
Part I of the volume, however, in effect an introduction, entitled "The Meaning
of Sacred Images in the Christian Tradition," is a bit disjointed and misleading.
It presents a broad survey of the history of Christian art in the western world,
omitting the role of the religious art of Spain. The absence of a comparative
analysis of religious art in Spain, and of emphasis on the direct influence of Spain's
religious artists in Spanish America in general (especially in the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries-Spain's Golden Age of art), is an unexplainable omission.
Nowhere in the text do the words Catholic or Roman Catholic appear, although
the intense Catholic religious spirit of Spain was not only unique in Western
Europe, but was the inspiration and model of religious art throughout the Spanish
empire in the colonial period, including distant and isolated New Mexico. The
author makes no mention of the extensive religious art in New Mexico shipped
there from New Spain until the latter part of the eighteenth century; some of
these works were executed by fine artists in Mexico City, others by lesser or
untrained local talent in northern New Spain below the Rio Grande, and some
came directly from Spain, via New Spain.
Nor has the author drawn attention to the fact that the development of Catholic
religious art by local artists appeared in the region during the emergence of an
era of secul~ism in western Europe, including Spain, followed by anticlerical
government policies of the newly independent Republic of Mexico, during which
the Catholic Church in New Mexico was neglected, and the shipment of religious
images and paintings for devotional purposes diminished. The vacuum was filled
in various ways. In all parts of the Republic of Mexico, the Hispanic folk in the
rural areas were not to be denied religious art for devotion in their homes, and
a large number of small oil paintings on tin, by local artists north of Mexico City,
imitating traditional .Spanish religious art, made their way into private homes in
northern New Mexico in the early nineteenth century. In the 1830s, an enterprising business group in Birmingham, Alabama, struck thousands ofgold religious
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medals of Our Lady of Guadalupe, which it sold for profit in northern New Mexico,
and south of the Rio Grande, as a sideline to its lucrative Santa Fe Trade!
At the same time, some New Mexicans, to the best of their limited artistic
ability, each in his peculiar style, helped fill the gap by producing religious images
and paintings for local chapels, churches, and household devotion. Part II of the
book, the focus of this study, deals specifically with this uniquely original religious
folk art local Hispanic artists created. The author's inclusion of the most.extensive
and representative collection of photographs of New Mexican santos ever printed
in a single volume is a contribution in itself. However, the book is much more
than a catalogue of santos, as the author modestly states in his preface. In this
excellent study, the author of The Chapel of Our Lady of Talpa (1979) has added
a new dimension to the pioneer studies of E. Boyd, and others, on the Spanish
religious folk art of northern New Mexico for the period indicated.

Glen Echo, Maryland

J.

MANUEL ESPINOSA

THE FIRST LADIES OF NEW MEXICO. By Eunice Kalloch and Ruth K. Hall. Santa
Fe: Lightning Tree, 1982. Pp. 160. mus. $19.95.
FIRST LADIES, AT NATIONAL and state levels, have received little attention from
historians. Scholars have usually delivered the history of these public women into
the hands of costume historians who have often been content to describe inaugural
ball gowns. There is some of that fascination with the ball gowns of New Mexico's
first ladies in this book but much more. The authors have deftly woven together
clear and concise biographies of these twenty-two women. Sources include family
memoirs as well as newspaper accounts of the eighteen Anglo and four Hispanic
women who served in this public capacity in the sixty-four years of state history.
The importance of most of these women to their. husband's political career is
evident. Many early first ladies came from sheltered middle-class homes and
concentrated on social activities. Later women obtained more college education,
more frequently worked before marriage, and played an important economic role
in getting their households started. It is not clear from these biographies exactly
how many women used their business experiences to further their husband's
political career. It is clear, however, that the community volunteer work of first
ladies was very important.
Beyond their essential roles as model homemakers and volunteers there is little
reflection of the political concerns of the women in these lives of first ladies.
Except in the case of Amanda Lindsey who supported suffrage, organized temperance unions, and was active in reformist women's clubs, none was a political
leader in her own right. Lindsey was an important although brief model-less
than two years-for women's political activism on women's issues. This book
provides a careful collection of information on the political styles of an important
group of public women. One must look to other public women for other political
styles-to secretaries of state, office holders, to party and movement leaders. First
ladies were not average but representative of a special few women who as the
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wives of office holders played a unique role in politics. They established one
political model for women in New Mexico. This book is an enticing beginning for
the study of women in politics and for the collective biography of New Mexico
women that·will someday be written from these individual biographies.

New Mexico' State University

JOAN M. JENSEN

SONG OF THE HAMMER AND DRILL: THE COLORADO SAN JUANS 1860-1914. By
Duane A. Smith. Golden, Colorado: Colorado School of Mines Press, 1982.
Pp. xi, 181. Illus.; notes, index. $28.95.
"MINING GETS INTO ONE'S BLOOD-the adventure, the fascination, the expectation, perhaps even the danger" (p. 137). With this statement the author captures
the essence ofhis fascinating story. Indeed, mining has always claimed a prominent
though often romanticized place in the history o(the American West. But the
serious study of western mining society has attracted relatively few scholars,
perhaps because it has been assumed that stories of ordinary people doing ordinary
things in the mining camps would be of little interest to the reading public. In
this excellent book, Duane Smith has accepted this challenge. He has created a
masterful synthesis -of theday-to-day trials and tribulations, joys and sorrows,
victories and defeats of the courageous settlers of the mining districts of southwestern Colorado in the period from 1860 to 1914.
Smith sets his table with a feast of tantalizing tidbits from a vast array of sources.
Beginning with· the discovery year 1860, when Charles Baker found traces of gold
in a small park near present-day Silverton, the author guides the reader through
the boom-and-bust cycles of the region's development, always keeping the'recollections of those who lived through those trying times in the forefront of his
story. 'Confrontations with Indians, struggles between labor unions and mine
owners, advances in mining technology, transportation development in the area,
all of these issues receive due consideration. But happily the story is never far
removed from commentary on concerns about churches and schools, police and
fire protection, recreational outlets, cultural endeavors, and attitudes on prostitution and temperance in the mining camps. In these categories the author strikes
the mother lode, and here the mining camps come to life in the mind's eye of
the reader.
The book is, quite simply, a joy to read. Smith's sprightly writing style adds
just the right amount of seasoning to what could have been a prolific but rather
bland display of historical memorabilia. For example, when one encounters the
statement that "this coquette of a district [Rico], however, offered little bu't flirtation.... " (p. 58), then the rather prosaic statement that the Rico mining district
failed to live up to its expectations during its early years becomes a delightful
piece of imagery, sure to leave a vivid impression on the reader. The use of census
material is also skillfully adapted by the author to his purpose. As any good
historian, he does not ignore the significant- information to be gleaned from this
important source, b,ut where other writers might have used this data in graphs,
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charts, or appendices, Smith has artfully woven the material into the mainstream
of his narrative.
Finally, not the least among the commendable qualities of the book is the
selection of illustrations, many of them never before published. The incorporation
of two photographic essays and numerous other photos at appropriate points in
the volume provides a pleasing and informative supplement to the text.

University of Colorado, Colorado Springs

NORMAN

J.

BENDER

OKLAHOMA; NEW VIEWS OF THE FORTY-SIXTH STATE. Edited by Anne Hodges
Morgan and H. Wayne Morgan. Norman; University of Oklahoma Press, 1982.
Pp. x, 308. Maps, notes, index. $16.95.
THIS IS NOT A HISTORY OF OKLAHOMA, nor is it the frequently written entrepreneural or "boosterism" state history. Rather; it is the continuing work of the editors
to present worthy analyses of the Oklahoma experience. Few efforts have been
better done than this one, and it is a needed departure from recent trends in
Oklahoma "historical writing."
Jerome O. Steffen insightfullysuggests in "Stages of Development in Oklahoma
History," that the state's story too often has lapsed into "unfounded chauvinistic
claims to uniqueness that reduce their scholarly merit" (p. 3). Oklahoma was not
unique but "an extension of a mind-set already well established when the first
white settlers made the land run in 1889" (p. 5). Steffens has grown weary of
promotional filiopietist studies in Oklahoma history and recommends a more
realistic approach.
Douglas D. Hale offers an overview of the population in "The People of Oklahoma: Economics and Social Change." His exhaustive research leads him to believe that Oklahomans have been trying to "understand their past and find an
identity of their own" (p. 31). Oklahoma has passed through at least four periods
of development, each lasting about a generation, and this development is still
occurring. Several factors such as "migration to, from, and within the state de"
termined much of its cultural complexion and economic orientation" (p. 33). Hale
believes the effect of economics and social change upon different groups merits
careful study.
Sheila Manes in "Pioneers and Survivors: Oklahoma's Landless Farmers," observes that "critical misconceptions exist about migration [to and from Oklahoma],
its social context and place in American development" (p. 93). For example,
historians have ignored, even misjudged the migration of "Okies" to California.
Moreover, in order to understand the plight of the landless, their struggles should
be viewed "in a comparative frame of reference, because it was part of the vast
process of modernization of agriculture that took place nationally and interna C
tionally" (p. 94).
Danney Goble's "Oklahoma Politics and the Sooner Electorate" is a search for
broad patterns in the state's political experience. He seeks to evaluate this "experience in terms of an evolving process answerable to its own internal logic" (p.
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133). He believes that Oklahoma's persistent tradition of negative politics has in
part precluded the development of a responsible party system, as well as leading
to many other problems.
Anne H. Morgan skillfully analyzes "Oklahoma in Literature," observing that
in The Grapes of Wrath, for example, John Steinbeck "perpetuated inaccuracies
and myths about the Dust Bowl days, yet the essence of what" he wro.te was
accurate (p. 199). Morgan notes that Indians and blacks have not "fully captured
the novelist's imagination" (p. 182).
Finally, Rennard Strickland in "Oklahoma's Story: Recording the History of
The Forty-Sixth State," offers a historiographical analysis of the research and
writing in Oklahoma history. His treatment is even-handed, if not too optimistic
an analysis of recent works in Oklahoma history. He seems to have a much higher
opinion of some works than would be customary in the history profession.
For conceptual framework, research, insights, and readability this work is superior. More such excellent scholarly studies need to be done to demonstrate that
Oklahoma historians finally have matured in their attitudes about themselves and
the state's past. Fortunately, this study emphasizes the standards for historical
research in Oklahoma history that Angie Debo, E. E. Dale, and more recently
A. M. Gibson have set. It is useful as a model other state historians could follow.

Oklahoma State University

JOE A. STOUT, JR.

WATER FOR WESTERN AGRICULTURE. Kenneth D. Frederick with James C. Hanson. Baltimore, Md.: Johns Hopkins University Press for Resources for the
Future, Washington, D.C., 1982. Pp. xiv, 241. Illus., notes, tables, index.
$15.00.
RESOURCES FOR THE FUTURE, IN KEEPING with its overall mission, has embarked
upon a research program assessing the resources and environmental factors involved in the expansion of American agriculture into the twenty-first century.
This present study makes its contribution to the overall program with its conclusions on the importance of western irrigated agriculture to American agriculture
and the effects a changing water supply will have on the future development of
western irrigation. The findings based upon original research and the analysis of
current literature and data relate to such factors as past trends in irrigated acreage,
current demands for water, water institutions, impact of rising energy and pumping costs, emerging technologies and environmental problems. The results are
surprisingly optimistic as viewed against the spate of doomsayers' predictions.
New water supplies will not be developed, but the returns to water in its more
efficient utilization promise agricultural productivity and growth well into the
twenty-first century. One caveat in this prospect results from institutional failure
to provide a free market for water. Farmers with low-cost, low-value water rights
refuse to conserve and therefore block legal changes permitting "water banking."
Paradoxically, freedom to transfer irrigation water rights to higher value municipal
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and industrial use offers the necessary competitive impulse to maximize irrigation
efficiency.
Following are some conclusions that may surprise even the au courant observer
of the western agricultural scene. By 1977 the total irrigated area of the nation
was sixty million acres, and fifty million of these acres were in seventeen western
states. The West as a section increased U.S. crop production by 70 percent from
1950 to 1977 as it added twenty-five million additional irrigated acres without any
net increase in total agricultural acreage. The higher yields under irrigation conditions actually reduced the crop area devoted to raising the four principal irrigated
crops: corn, sorghum, wheat, and cotton. Long-range projections for the next two
or three decades estimate that, even with an increase in crop prices, the expansion
of irrigation will slow to a mere 15 percent under the pressures of rising energy
and pumping costs for groundwater and the exhaustion of new surface water
resources. Most of the expansion will be in the Northern Plains states, principally
theSandhills area of Nebraska. Irrigated sorghum requiring less water will be
substituted for corn, which now is found on 92 percent of irrigated acres in
Nebraska. In the Texas High Plains irrigated sorghum and wheat will displace
corn in the future. Only slight increases in irrigation acreage will be registered
in the Mountain and the Pacific regions. Cotton will continue to be the most
profitable irrigated crop in California and wheat in the Pacific Northwest.
The West is not running out of water, just low-cost water. Still, the enforcement
of Indian water rights claims under the so-called Winters Doctrine may further
limit surface water for western agriculture. The growing salinity problem also
reduces irrigation capacity in the West. Increasing the quantity of surface water
through new reservoir construction, interbasin transfer, the "iceberg flotilla" solution, desalinization, and weather modification have been ruled out as too costly
or of limited application. Ground water "mining" will be cut back in reaction to
the steep rise in energy and pumping costs now being experienced. Conservation
and pollution mitigating practices are in place. Technology developed the center
pivot and computer scheduled drip irrigation systems. Tail water re-use systems
find application. Plant breeding for low water requirement and salt tolerance
crops are also under way. Only the pricing policy of Bureau of Reclamation frozen
intoforty-year contracts defies the cost economies that discipline the other western
water institutional distributors. All in all, the authors present a convincing case
for the supportive role of western irrigation agriculture. It will continue into the
twenty-first century to contribute to the surplus of food and fiber from American
farms so essential to the national economy.

San Jose State University

LAWRENCE B. LEE

MEXICO: FROM INDEPENDENCE .TO REVOLUTION, 1810-1910. Edited, with commentary, by W. Dirk Raat. Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1982. Pp.
xiv, 308. Illus., notes, bibliog., index. $21. 50 cloth; $8.95 paper.
UNDERGRADUATE TEACHERS of Mexican history in the United States have long
been hampered by a lack of classroom materials on the nineteenth century, which
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has all too often been presented as a senselessly anarchic, at times almost tragic"
comic, epoch of caudillo rule. In assembling the first English-language anthology
of interpretations and documentary sources for this misunderstood century, Dirk
Raat has rendered an important pedagogical service. Moreover, he has done his
editing with care and not a little flair. The selection of pieces is imaginative, often
novel. The contributions generally work well together, building upon each other
thematically, and Raat provides upbeat introductions to the volume and its individual sections and raises provocative questions for classroom discussion in his
headnotes.
Although relying on the traditional periodization to structure his reader (i. e.,
"Independence," "Age of Santa Anna," "La ReformalFrench Intervention," "Porfiriato"), Raat applies a creative touch throughout the volume. After growing up
with John Wayne's perspective on the Alamo, the North American student is now
given "Santa Anny's" version of the campaign. Benito Juarez's ,"Notes for My
Children" provide insight into the cultural and psychological dimensions of the
Liberal leader's personality. In the midst of justifying his political career, leading
Porfirian cientifico Jose Limantour offers a surprisingly candid assessment of the
unravelling of the ancien regime in the face of hostile popular opinion. And the
sardonic musings on rural life a fa mexicana by North American journalist Charles
Flandrau afford the reader a valuable, often poignant, glimpse of conditions on
late ,Porfirian haciendas. (In this vein, one wishes the editor might also have
included an excerpt from Fanny Calderon de la Barca's Life in Mexico, an incisive
social commentary on urban life in the early national period.)
In addition to these lively contemporary accounts, Professor Raat presents
critical commentaries by Mexican pensadores Octavio Paz, Justo Sierra, and Daniel Cosio Villegas that explore problems of interpretation for the Independence
era, the Mexican War, and the Porfiriato, respectively. The editor's selection of
the Plan de Iguala (1821), the Manifesto of the Partido Liberal Mexicano (1906),
and Francisco Madero's Plan de San Luis Potosi (1910) provides valuable primary
sources for study of the political history of the period. A closing list of suggested
readings goes beyond standard sources, recommending pertinent audio visual
materials and literature on the use of films in teaching Mexican history. All in all,
the anthology is considerably more imaginative in its treatment of the latter part
of the nineteenth century than Carlos B. Gil's reader, The Age of Porfirio Diaz
(1977), and, I would suggest, far more rewarding for classroom use.
Yet the volume has limitations. Even allowing that the book is not intended
for specialists, one is, surprised by its overemphasis of traditional intellectual,
institutional, and political history. Raat's characterization of the entire period as
"Mexico's Age of caudillos" (p. xi) is suggestive in this regard. The second section
on the "Age of Santa Anna" might particularly have benefited from a selection on
the caste wars that plagued Mexico around mid-century and offer the student an
important social and agrarian dimension to the prevailing pattern 'of elite creole
political strife that Raat chooses to emphasize.
More unfortunate is the editor's failure to take notice--ifonly in the introductory
notes to each section or in the concluding bibliographical essay---of the more
recent historiographical trends in the literature', particularly the new work on
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political economy and social history, often in the form of regional studies. A perusal
of the "Suggested Readings" reveals6nly one item published after 1976-77, and
that the recent general survey by Meyer and Sherman.. One wonders if the
manuscript for the .anthology was essentially completed five years ago, then left
in the desk drawer while other projects intervened. Raat is correct to draw
attention to Beezley's important regional study of Porfirian Chihuahua (1973),
Hale's pioneering work.on intellectual history (1968, 1974), Acuna's Chicano interpretation of the Mexican War (1972), or Sinkin's andCoatsworth's groundbreaking
quantitative studies (1973 and 1974); however, to label them as "recent trends in
scholarship" (p. xii) in 1982-83 is a bit misleading. One searches in vain for specific
references to the new work by B. Tennenbaum on the political economy of the
early national period, or by L. Perry on the machine politics of Jmirezand Dfaz,
by F. Katz on dependent labor on Porfirian estates, by P. Vanderwood on social
banditry and social control, by D. Walker on urban labor, or the recent regional
monographic literature on the nineteenth century by S. Voss and E. Bu-Dehart
(Sonora), M. Wasserman (Chihuahua), C. Berry (Oaxaca), F. Schryer (ranchero
society in Hidalgo), W. Meyers (La Laguna), T. Benjamin (Chiapas), and R. Patch
and A. Wells (Yucatan}--among others. One can better appreciate the rich harvest
ofwork on the nineteenth century produced by Mexican and international scholars
within the last decade in two recent historiographical essays by Stephen R. Niblo
and Laurens B. Perry, and Thomas Benjamin-essays which, ideally, should be
cited in Professor Raat's closing bibliographical essay.
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